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䔀渀爀漀氀氀 一漀眀℀
䰀椀洀椀琀攀搀 匀瀀愀挀攀 ⴀ ㌀　ⴀ㠀㠀㤀ⴀ㐀㐀㤀　

䄀挀琀漀爀猀匀琀甀搀椀漀䀀挀栀爀椀猀琀椀愀渀爀漀搀爀椀最漀⸀挀漀洀
眀眀眀⸀挀栀爀椀猀琀椀愀渀爀漀搀爀椀最漀⸀挀漀洀⼀䄀挀琀漀爀猀匀琀甀搀椀漀

吀栀攀 愀爀琀 漀昀 戀攀椀渀最 琀爀甀攀 甀渀搀攀爀
椀洀愀最椀渀愀爀礀 挀椀爀挀甀洀猀琀愀渀挀攀猀 ⠀愀氀氀 氀攀瘀攀氀猀⤀
吀甀攀猀搀愀礀猀㨀 㘀㨀㐀㔀瀀洀 ⴀ　㨀㐀㔀瀀洀
吀栀攀 唀渀搀攀爀最爀漀甀渀搀 吀栀攀愀琀爀攀 ⠀吀栀攀 䄀渀渀攀砀⤀
㌀㈀ 一 圀椀氀琀漀渀 倀氀⸀Ⰰ 䠀漀氀氀礀眀漀漀搀Ⰰ 䌀䄀Ⰰ 㤀　　㈀㠀
 

倀爀椀瘀愀琀攀 䌀漀愀挀栀椀渀最 ⠀甀渀搀攀爀 倀爀椀瘀愀琀攀 䌀漀愀挀栀椀渀最 ⠀甀渀搀攀爀 爀攀焀甀攀猀琀⤀

伀甀爀 瀀甀爀瀀漀猀攀 椀猀 琀漀 戀甀椀氀搀 愀挀琀漀爀猀 昀爀漀洀
猀挀爀愀琀挀栀 甀猀椀渀最 匀琀愀渀椀猀氀愀瘀猀欀椀 愀渀搀
䴀攀椀猀渀攀爀 琀漀漀氀猀⸀ 圀攀 猀琀愀爀琀 眀椀琀栀 昀爀攀攀椀渀最 
攀洀漀琀椀漀渀愀氀 戀氀漀挀欀猀 愀渀搀 眀漀爀欀椀渀最 眀椀琀栀
戀漀搀礀Ⰰ 瘀漀椀挀攀 愀渀搀 椀洀瀀爀漀瘀椀猀愀琀椀漀渀 
攀砀攀爀挀椀猀攀猀Ⰰ 琀栀愀琀 眀椀氀氀 栀攀氀瀀 琀栀攀 猀琀甀搀攀渀琀
猀攀琀 昀猀攀琀 昀爀攀攀 琀漀 洀漀瘀攀 椀渀琀漀 匀挀攀渀攀 匀琀甀搀礀 
眀椀琀栀 猀琀爀漀渀最 戀愀猀攀猀⸀

@solacestatedms
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To Be Determined
@iamBiH

[ Editor’s Anecdote ]

BD is a common phrase we all know as To Be Determined. This term is broadly used in event planning to indicate that 
although something is scheduled or expected to happen, a particular aspect remains to be arranged or confirmed. If we 
think about our careers as a compilation of generated work experiences, some aspects are to be determined. Since career 
variables are inevitable, it’s important to embrace the obstacles we face in pursuit of our dreams.
 This special edition of Hollywood & Vine celebrates “Hollywood Chaos,”   
the first film that I wrote, produced and cast. Inside this anniversary 

issue,  we have Q&A interviews with the movie’s leading      
lady, Vanessa Simmons (p. 8), the director (p. 13), the director of 
photography (p. 16), the music supervisors (p. 33) and even one of 
the film’s investors (p. 29).  
 During the filming of  “Hollywood Chaos,” there was an 
ongoing joke among the crew and cast that the actual production 
was living up to its movie title. Imagine shooting a feature-length 
film in less than 2 weeks. Obviously some shooting days did not 
go as planned and chaotic situations arose frequently. In the 
end, my talented team successfully completed the production 
on time and within budget, making our investors content with 
the progress.  
 Your ability to follow through on accomplishing your career 
dream is determined by you (your vision). TBD is simply an 
abbreviation used for a detail that has not been decided yet, but it 
will be determined in the near future. Many Christian professionals 
like myself rely on God to direct their career path. We believe that 
He has plans to prosper and not to harm, plans to give hope and a 
future, according to the bible. In my cover story (p. 20), I share how this 
thinking gives me comfort as I pursue my career in Hollywood. Whether 
you are a spiritual individual or not, I encourage all of H&V readers to have 
peace in knowing that TBD is just a temporary abbreviation, even when it comes 
to achieving success. 
 Although you may experience doubt throughout your career, never allow 
negative thoughts to weaken your artistic zeal. Walk by faith and not by sight 
as you experience chaos in Hollywood. Have confidence in knowing that your 
future will be determined at its appointed time. Until then, get aligned with your 
career purpose by joining the BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD community. Doing 
so will allow the TBDs in your career to be a placeholder for victory. To become a 
BiH Member, go to www.breakingintohollywood.org/Join.

Seize the journey!

Angela M. Hutchinson
Editor-in-Chief
angela@hollywoodvinemag.com



ON 
AMAZON
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How was the experience to have your first leading role in a 
feature film? 
It was honestly a dream come true. I moved to Los Angeles 
7 years ago with a dream to be an actress and it was one of 

those moments where I was like wow here I am acting in a film alongside 
an actress I watched growing up (Tangi). Great moment in time for me 
personally. 

What attracted you to the script?
 I loved the message the film has, Alexis learns a harsh lesson I 
think we can all learn from. 

While filming you worked 10 days with 1 day off and 
signed onto the project about a week before the first day 
of production. How were you able to prepare for the role so 
quickly? 

It was definitely a challenge, but it was one that I was totally up for, and 
completely invested in the material. I gave it my all.

What do you hope people take away from the film? 
I hope they take away the message that working towards 
dreams is not easy and everything may not always work out 
the way you planned but you’ve got to keep pushing until you 

make it happen, take the mistakes as lessons to make yourself better. You 
don’t have to sell out to make it. 

You were the producer’s first choice as Alexis but in        
general, how do you prepare for an audition? 
Auditions come up so quick that I’ve learned you’ve always 
have to be prepared. So I try to stay prepared by being in a 

weekly class, reading books and studying actresses I think are great. 

hen Vanessa Simmons accepted the star role in “Hollywood Chaos,” 
the producing team and cast was thrilled. It was also a historical mo-
ment for Simmons because this movie was her first leading role in a fea-
ture film. Simmons plays the role of Alexis Burns, a naïve entertainment 
reporter who is torn between accelerating her career and preserving 

the images of her celebrity friends. Hollywood & Vine is overjoyed to share this inti-
mate Q&A with Ms. Simmons.

ANGELA MARIE HUTCHINSON

Vanessa Simmons
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As an actress, what is an ideal role or character that you’d 
like to play in a film? 
I would like to just continue to grow as an actress. That is 
what is most important to me to get better, continue to learn 

and grow. 

How do you balance having a baby with your                       
entertainment career? 
Being a Mommy to Ava Marie has been the best thing yet to 
happen to my life. She has restored my faith in myself and my 

reassurance of what I’m capable of as a woman so I always put her first, 
and let everything else filter in. I put 110% of my effort into whatever it is 
I’m doing.

You have two amazing business role models in your family. 
What is the best or most inspirational advice that your 
father Rev. Run or Uncle Russell has given you? 
Being able to be a fly on the wall in the presence of such     

wisdom has definitely been a blessing for me. I learn so much by them 
leading by example. I’m a lucky girl. One simple but great quote I keep 
with me is my dad always says, “Do your BEST and forget the rest.” I try 
to live life by this motto, and give everything I do my all. 

What’s on the horizon for your career as an                           
artisticpreneur? 
I am currently working on a lifestyle Ecommerce website I just 
released Shoplelook.com which features shopping for women 

(size S through 3XL) and kids and a fine jewelry collection collaboration 
“True Princess.” I’ve been working on for a year and am so excited to 
unveil this dainty collection of diamonds inspired by my daughter. And a 
WebMag that will explore all things that aid the modern woman. I keep 
pretty busy with the site and it is absolutely such a passion project for me 
I hope you all enjoy it. Expect lots more from it this year.

Actress: Merryl Streep

Director: James Cameron 

L.A. Restaurant: Soho House 

Vacation Spot: Dominican Republic

Fashion Designer: Zuhair Murad 

Place to Shop: Victorias Secret 

Gadget: My Phone 

Website: ShopLelook.com 

Movie: Clueless 

Run DMC Song: Tricky 

VANESSA’S FAVES

Angela M. Hutchinson is Editor-in-Chief of Hollywood & Vine 
magazine and the author of several screenplays, four children’s picture 
books and the comedic memoir, “BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD.” 
Hutchinson graduated from the University of Michigan with a B.S.E. 
degree in Industrial Operations Engineering. She has been married for 13 
years and has three young children.



TALENT

Place your     castified, scriptified,
crewified, or extrafied today!

H&V ’s Talent Marketplace (    ) is a tool for artists to promote themselves and their 
projects.      is a treasure for talent scouts such as literary/music/talent agents or 

managers that are seeking new clients to sign.       is an industry haven for casting 
directors and filmmakers that are seeking reliable crew and cast for projects. To 

place a      ad or for more information, please call 310.712.3459 
or email talent@hollywoodvinemag.com.

Hollywood & Vine is proud to showcase 
artisticpreneurs in our Talent Marketplace.
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Hollywood Chaos
DIRECTING

ANGELA MARIE HUTCHINSON
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What attracted you to direct Hollywood Chaos?
The faith-based story.

Knowing how quickly the film was going to be shot (in 10 
days), what special preparation did you have to do?
I had to have been a little crazy to take on the job,            
knowing that the film was going to be shot in just 10 days. I 

was brought on the project just days 
before production so I knew I had 
to break down each scene fast. I got 
together with the AD and in one day 
we had to design the most efficient 
shooting schedule.

How was your               
experience working with 
Vanessa Simmons and Tyler Lepley for the first time?
It was great working with Vanessa and Tyler. They are both 

really talented actors. I only wished I had more time with them on set.

What was the most enjoyable aspect of directing the film? 
And what about the most chaotic?
Getting to know the people you work with on a personal level 
makes directing fun and meaningful. There are folks that 

I met on the set of Hollywood Chaos that I have brought on to other 
projects. Everyday was chaotic. When you have 15 pages to burn through 
and 2 locations to film with no 2nd unit, it was really tempting to just pull 
the plug on everything.

What advice do you have for first-time filmmakers?
Just go out there and do it. You will make mistakes. It’s          
inevitable. But you’ll learn, and that is the most valuable thing 
you can get at this stage.

Share with our readers what’s next for you?
I’m currently working on funding my next feature. The 
producers have already raised a third of the budget. In 

the    meantime, I am still working 
on jumpstarting my Nicholl-win-
ning script “The Tiger’s Child.” My       
producer, Gail Katz (Air Force One, 
The Perfect Storm) just wrapped 
up with her Bobby Fischer biopic 
starring Tobey Maguire and she’s 
been pushing The Tiger’s Child to 
different studios and agencies. We’re 

also seeking funding from sources in Asia. Since it is a period-piece war 
drama, I take it that it’s going to be a while before it’s gets off the ground. 
Nonetheless, it never hurts to be hopeful.

“Getting to know the people you work 
with on a personal level makes 
directing fun and meaningful.”

bel Vang was hired as the director of “Hollywood    
Chaos” for his artistic vision for the film. Previously, 
Vang worked on Clint Eastwood’s “Gran Torino” as 
a voice actor, an assistant to casting, and as a 2nd unit 
on the exclusive Blu-ray documentary, “Gran Torino: 
Next Door.” He has worked as a script consultant for 
Oscar-winning documentarian, Lynne Littman (“Num-
ber Our Days, Testament”), on her screenplay adap-
tation of Anne Fadiman’s National Book Critics Circle 
Award Winner (1997), “The Spirit Catches You and You 
Fall Down.” In 2011, Abel won the Academy of Motion 

Picture Arts & Sciences, Don and Gee Nicholl Fellowship in Screenwriting for “The Tiger’s 
Child.” Abel was also selected as one of the top 20 finalists at the 2013 FOX Writers Inten-
sive for an original supernatural pilot he co-wrote with his brother, Burlee. Abel holds an MFA 
in Cinema & Television Production from University of Southern California and a BS in Biology 
from California State University of Fresno. Hollywood & Vine will enlighten readers on the di-
recting process of “Hollywood Chaos.”

Angela M. Hutchinson is Editor-in-Chief of Hollywood & Vine 
magazine and the author of several screenplays, four children’s picture 
books and the comedic memoir, “BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD.” 
Hutchinson graduated from the University of Michigan with a B.S.E. 
degree in Industrial Operations Engineering. She has been married for 13 
years and has three young children.
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The Pro Video MarketplaceTM
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CINEMATIC VISION FOR

HOLLYWOOD 
CHAOS

DP Jonny Kearns
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he Director of Photographer for “Hollywood Chaos” was Johnny 
Kearns. He was responsible for the cinematography and overall look of 
the film from a lighting standpoint. Born John Cleveland Kearns, Jr., he 
was raised in the small town of Morehead City, North Carolina. As a child 
he spent most of his time playing with cameras and enjoyed making 
home movies with his family and friends. As Kearns aged, he developed a 
deep love for the entertainment industry.

 After graduating from high school, Kearns attended Liberty University in 
Lynchburg, Virginia where he studied religion and cinema. After four years of higher 
education, he moved to Wilmington, North Carolina where he partnered with a 
group of like-minded independent filmmakers and formed a production company, 
doing over 100 productions; ranging from features, to commercials, and two national 
cable TV shows from 2003 to 2008.
 In 2009, Kearns moved to Los Angeles, California where he continues to work 
both behind the camera as a producer, director, cinematographer or in front of 
the camera on a multitude of various projects. Hollywood & Vine is happy to share 
more about cinematography through the eyes of Kearns while shooting “Hollywood 
Chaos.”

Share with our readers the role of a Director of 
Photographer?
A cinematographer or director of photography (sometimes 
shortened to DP or DOP) is the chief over the camera 

and lighting crews working on a film, television production or other 
live action piece and is responsible for achieving artistic and technical 
decisions related to the image.

What time of 
camera was used for 
shooting Hollywood 
Chaos?

We used the Canon 7D.  

What was the most 
challenging scene 
to shoot from a 
lighting or technical 

standpoint and why?
We shot usually with three or more cameras, so lighting for all three or 
more at the same time presented challenges continually on set.

What was the cinematic style that you were trying to 
achieve?
We were trying achieve the classical Hollywood narrative 
as our style.  

 Working on indie films can be a challenge due to the long hours 
and rushed nature of a tight shooting schedule, how do you maintain a 
balance of getting the shots set up without compromising your vision?
I believe you have to be tuned into the directors vision, but it can 

be challenging, so working with a good 1st AD and production 
team is pivotal in getting as many as the shots as possible without 
compromising your vision.

What attracts you to a project as a Director of 
Photography?
Great question.  It depends, on the scripts, talent attached, 

and vision that the director wants to 
sell me, but most of all, if is feasible to 
obtain that vision.

You are now also 
directing. What else is 
on deck for you?
I am directing now, 

besides working as a Director of 
Photography.  I have two films, 
which I shot out with Lionsgate 

(“Throwdown” and “Gnome Alone”) and three features, which I have 
directed, which two are due to be released this year an another early 
in 2016. Besides that, I am reading and optioning scripts and trying to 
prepare for my next feature. 

“ I believe you have 
to be tuned into the 
directors vision...”

Angela M. Hutchinson is Editor-in-Chief of Hollywood & Vine 
magazine and the author of several screenplays, four children’s picture 
books and the comedic memoir, “BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD.” 
Hutchinson graduated from the University of Michigan with a B.S.E. 
degree in Industrial Operations Engineering. She has been married for 13 
years and has three young children.



[ Off the Rack ]

   ost people in the film business,  
   especially production designers, 
   are familiar with the famed hub 
   of all production houses — the 
Universal Prop House. Practically every kind 
of prop and set dressing no matter how small 
or obscure can be found on its premises. From 
a 3-foot long plastic chicken leg to an almost 
life-size statue of Marilyn Monroe, to a basic 
table setting with plates, cups and silverware, 
it’s all there. And not just a few different kinds 
of plates and cups. It’s shelf after shelf of every 
shape, color and size imaginable. Sofas, coffee 
tables, bed frames, mattresses, clocks, bath 
tubs, mirrors, pianos, sports equipment, fake 
explosives, lamps, road signs, art, human fossils 
and military weapons from every time period, 
can all be found with a little bit of searching.
  There is no fee to browse or ‘window’ shop 
inside the prop house. To schedule a visit, it is 
necessary to call in advance to give the shoppers’ 
names. They will have a pass waiting for all 
guests at the Universal gate off of Barham Blvd. 
by Forest Lawn Dr.
  If a production crew is looking to rent 
items, the prop house provides hold tags, 
or crews can bring their own as long as they 
have shopper’s basic information, such as 
the name of the production, the date the 
item will be picked up, and a phone number. 
Some rules are: no holds over 14 days and 
shoppers must provide their own tape, which 
has to be masking, or one can be liable for 
damages to the property. If an item ends up 
not being needed, there is no charge. They 
just remove the tag after the hold date has 
expired. Another requirement is the purchaser 
must have insurance. As a bonus for student 
filmmakers, there is a half-off discount on all 
merchandise for anyone enrolled in school. To 
save on production costs, it may be a good idea 
to partner with budding filmmakers. Within 

the prop house, located on the first floor, is a 
drapery department, which has all different 
varieties and colors of curtains, pillows, and 
flags from every country.
  For movie and TV buffs, it is also a great 
place just to visit to see holds on items from 
favorite TV shows, movies and special displays 
that cannot be rented out. One tag on an orange 
colored recliner and matching stool was for 
the show “Californication” and an eight-sided 
glass coffee table was reserved for “It’s Always 
Sunny in Philadelphia.” On the third floor they 
also have non-rentable displays, but include 
memorabilia like the gloves Tom Cruise wore 
in “Minority Report” and other artifacts from 
movies like “Elizabeth” and “Cinderella Man.”
  Right next door to the prop house is the 
costume house, which works in a similar way. 
It’s free to go and look, but one must tag items 
to put them on hold. The costume house also 
has a huge inventory of clothes, shoes, and 
accessories from just about every period in 
history. They carry a variety of uniforms like 
police and fireman, and offer everything from 
casual attire (even pajamas) to the most formal 
gowns and suits. The Universal Prop House is 
definitely a destination for filmmakers.

Yvonne Montoya graduated with honors from 
The Los Angeles Film School in 2009, majoring 
in producing. She co-produced the independent 
film, “Janked,” which hit the festival circuit. She 
also served as Associate Producer of the movie, 
“Hollywood Chaos,” and the “The BReaKiNG 
iNTo HoLLyWooD Show,” which aired on 
Transit TV Network with 1.15 million viewers.

Universal Prop House
100 Universal City Plaza
Universal City, CA 91608
www.filmmakerdestination.com
(818) 777-2784

“HOLLYWOOD CHAOS”
DESTINATION FOR POLICE UNIFORM

YVONNE MONTOYA
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ngela Marie Hutchinson is a casting director, scriptwrit-
er, former talent agent and the author of four books: her 
memoir “BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD” and three 
children’s picture books.  Hutchinson produced her first 
feature film, “Hollywood Chaos,” which she also wrote 
and cast. The film is now available on Amazon and 
Hulu. As a Casting Director, Hutchinson has cast vet-

eran actors such as Billy Dee Williams, Vanessa Williams, Lynn Whitfield 
and other stars in movies, TV pilots, short films and web series.
 A Chicago native with over 15 years of industry experience, Angela 
has worked for MGM, Warner Bros. Television and the GRAMMYs.  
In 2005, Hutchinson founded BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD (BiH), 
a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization with a mission to help industry 
professionals pursue their entertainment careers with integrity, creativity 
and enthusiasm. Under the BiH 
umbrella, Hutchinson serves as the 
Editor-in-Chief of Hollywood & 
Vine magazine, Executive Director 
of the Hollywood & Vine Film Fes-
tival, Publishing Director for Holly-
wood & Vine Books, and Executive 
Producer of “The BReaKiNG iNTo 
HoLLyWooD Show,” which aired 
daily on Transit TV with over 1.15 million viewers. 
 An alumnus of the University of Michigan, Hutchinson earned her 
B.S.E. in Industrial & Operations Engineering.  She also has a Cross-Me-
dia Journalism certificate from USC. In her leisure time, Hutchinson 
enjoys rollerblading, playing badminton and spending time with her 
husband and three young children. For the first time, Hollywood & Vine 
interviews its own Editor-in-Chief, powerfully standing five feet and four 
inches tall on the cover of this issue.

With your diverse portfolio of media projects, which is 
your favorite and why?
I am passionate about each of my projects for various reasons. 
The children’s books that I collaborated with my children were 

the most fun projects. I wrote “I Don’t Want to Go to Bed!” with my son 
when he was in kindergarten (now in the second grade). Recently, I wrote 
“Mommy, Me & Paparazzi,” with my 5-year-old daughter. That book just 
released on Amazon a few weeks ago, so be sure to buy a copy!

What inspired you to write your film Hollywood Chaos?
I was in Blockbuster with my mother. Yes, this was pre-
Red Box! And we couldn’t agree on a movie that we both 
wanted to see. I jokingly suggested we rent a movie about 

an entertainment reporter who is secretly exposing the dirty laundry of 
her celebrity friends. My mother 
thought it sounded like a great idea, 
and anxiously told me to go get it off 
the shelf so we could rent it. I was 
confused by what she was saying 
because I had just made up that idea 
while standing in the store. When 
she realized I had just created the 
concept, she told me with much 

sincerity to write the movie. A little hesitant at first because I had just 
completed my engineering degree, writing a movie wasn’t on my radar. But 
the next morning, I went the local mall bookstore and found the book, 
“How to Write a Movie in 21 Days,” by Vikki King. Read it, and wrote 
Hollywood Chaos, in 21 days (the first draft of the screenplay). It went 
through several revisions before shooting the film 10 years later, but the 
original premise and concept remained the same.

“The movie is called ‘Hollywood 
Chaos’ and I can assure you that our 
crew and cast would agree that the 
production lived up to its name.”

Artistic portfolio for Angela Marie Hutchinson
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How do you balance having three children and constantly 
releasing creative products while running a non-profit 
organization among many other ventures?
Having children actually gives my life structure. For example, 

I am totally not a morning person, at all! But with school-aged children, 
I had to become a morning person. I wake up during the week around 
6:30AM before my son’s 6:45AM alarm rings. Giving myself a few min-
utes of quiet time. I mainly pray, think or check important emails. Then, 
I’m ready to start my day. With a busy family life, there is almost no time 
for procrastination. With basketball practices and ballet classes, I have to 
write, produce or create whenever my schedule allows. If that’s at 3:35AM 
like right now, so be it!   
 As for constantly creating, you know the saying if you’re a writer, you 
must write. I define myself as an artisticpreneur. So that means I push 
myself to constantly create products and business ventures all within my 
existing framework of BiH Entertainment, my production and creative 
services company, and BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD, the 501(c)(3) 
non-profit organization.

What motivated you to start Breaking into Hollywood?
I founded the organization in 2005 as a way to give back to 
the creative community. BiH hosts educational networking 
events focused on the arts and media. BiH implements its 

mission through various endeavors: the entertainment trade publication, 
Hollywood & Vine (H&V), Hollywood & Vine Film Festival (#HVFF), 
Hollywood & Vine Books (HVB), and “The BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLy-
WooD Show” (The BiH Show). 

Considering your entire portfolio, which project was most 
challenging?
Writing my comedic memoir, Breaking into Hollywood, 
was definitely the hardest project. It required a tremendous 

amount of detailed effort.

Producing your feature film, Hollywood Chaos, wasn’t 
more difficult than writing a book?
Not for me. Producing the film was much easier. Filmmaking 
is very collaborative. Writing a book is a solo venture – just 

you and the computer screen.

What was it like working with Vanessa Simmons and the 
other actors?
She was awesome and delivered an amazing performance. 
Vanessa captured the essence of the character as I wrote it. 

She and my team brought Alexis Burns to life. For that I am so grateful.

Did you gain new knowledge while producing the film?
Absolutely. It was an amazing learning experience. The most 
valuable lesson I learned was understanding importance of 
EVERY department within your production crew. From 

wardrobe to makeup to grip and lightening, everyone is crucial to making 
the film a success. 

Was the production of the film completely smooth?
Ha. The movie is called “Hollywood Chaos” and I can assure 
you that our crew and cast would agree that the production 
lived up to its name. It was a chaotic yet rewarding experi-

ence. I love watching the finished movie.

What aspect is your favorite from the movie?
The music. I LOVED it. Our music supervisors, Bruce and 
Ebony, are music geniuses. 

What’s next on your horizon?
I just completed my first feature documentary, “H.U.S.H.,” 
which I directed and produced about Hollywood’s Uncovered 
Sexual Harassment. It will likely air on PBS in April, which is 

national sexual assault month. 

Any final thoughts or advice for professionals on breaking 
into Hollywood?
Get married and have a baby or two. Of all the things that 
matter most to me, my family means a great deal. My hus-

band is tremendously supportive. My family life keeps me grounded. My 
marriage gave me the foundation needed to survive in such a cutthroat 
and competitive industry. Everyone may not want to get married and have 
children, and that’s fine. My point is to enjoy life! Take a vacation, bond 
with friends and enjoy life moments that matter. 
 Aside from that, I can’t imagine pursuing a career in Hollywood 
without being a Christian or having some kind of religious foundation. If 
you don’t consider yourself a religious or spiritual person, I would advise 
you to consider developing your faith and growing spiritually in some way. 
Second to lastly, read my book, Breaking into Hollywood. Lastly, be sure 
to continuously invest (time and money) not only in your career, but also 
in others’!

Antoinette Delk is the mother to Angela Marie Hutchinson and also works 
as a consultant to Breaking into Hollywood. She is also Vice President of Sales 
for the Hollywood & Vine’s advertising.

Actors cast by Angela Marie Hutchinson
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aising financing for the production of a film is perhaps 
the business concern most often expressed by producers 
and content creators. Seeing a film from development to 
financing through production is a remarkable experience. 
For those that would like to repeat it, it’s important to 

pay an equal amount of attention to securing the  right distribution for 
their project. After all, that’s ultimately how the film’s financiers will be 
repaid and the lens through which they will perceive the success of the 
film. The good news for filmmakers is that we live at a time when an 
increasingly multiplying array of outlets and distribution options are 
available for audiovisual content, including motion pictures.  The bad 
news is that these same outlets also add to the consumer’s choices in 
an increasingly fragmented media environment. 

HOME AUDIENCES
The home audience for a film now must choose that film not only 
over competing movies, but also television programs, video games 
and handheld mobile devices before deciding to view the film on the 
television. Breaking through that crowded and competitive space 
requires effective marketing resources and the willingness of the film’s 
distributor and other backers to put them behind the project. This is 
true whether the distributor chooses to employ traditional 30-second 
TV spots and theatrical trailers, more novel social and digital media 
campaigns or both. In all of these instances, filmmakers should be sure 
they understand the amount and type of marketing commitment a 
distributor is offering to their project.  =Careful reading of the film’s 
distribution agreement is essential as whatever terms it contains 
frequently take priority over verbal conversations.
 Important for the agreement to clearly specify which rights are 
being licensed for distribution along with any holdbacks. For example, 
if you need to license foreign rights as part of the financing of your 
film, that will be made quite difficult if you have already licensed the 
rights to another distributor in any all media throughout the universe. 
As media technology grows rapidly, even the definition of seemingly 
basic distribution rights for television should be closely examined. 

Does this right refer to traditional broadcast and cable rebroadcast 
or internet based television platforms? The Independent Film and 
Television Alliance (IFTA) standard deal memo distinguishes 
between IPTV rights, internet rights and closed network rights, but 
when set top boxes provide access to all of these sources of content, 
the distinction is largely irrelevant to the home audience21D of a 
motion picture. These are very relevant to the film’s producer however, 
as effective licensing of the films various rights are critical to a film’s 
success as a commercial venture.

THEATRICAL RELEASES
Though media is increasingly fragmented, theatrical rights are still the 
primary rights and are ordinarily the first opportunity the audience 
has to see a film. Also, if a film is released theatrically, distribution of 
the film through other media is often subject to a holdback period 
of weeks or months.  However, the amount of months the major 
studios have been waiting before releasing DVDs has been contracting 
for years, and the theater owners now also face the challenge of a 
Premium Video on Demand window. Theatrical release on day and 
date basis with internet release has been tried out with smaller films, 
and (by chance) with a highly controversial large budget comedy, 
which lost most of its theatrical distribution shortly before it is 
scheduled release.  When “The Interview” earned approximately 
15 Million in online revenues its opening weekend, it comfortably 
broke the record for the highest grossing digital day and date release. 
Regardless of which distribution option a producer chooses, the 
audience’s awareness of and desire to view the film are still most 
important to the film’s success. 

Harold McDougall IV heads up the Entertainment and 
Intellectual Property practice at Walton & Walton LLP 
in Marina del Rey. He can be reached at HMcDougall@
taxtriallawyers.com.

Film Distribution 101
[ Showbiz, Esq. ] 

HAROLD MCDOUGALL IV
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hat do “Rush Hour 3,” “Julie & Julia,” “Godzilla: 
Final Wars,” and “Hollywood Chaos” have in 
common? They are all movies with scenes filmed 
in Paris, France.
Surprised? Well, don’t be! Film France, the 

country’s national film commission, says that around 200 feature 
films are produced there every year, “from low budget to $100 
million dollar epics. You can find crews and sets from all price 

ranges, from studio movies to guerilla filmmaking.” Anyone with 
any knowledge of or connection to France, understands why 
filmmakers so easily fall in love with its beautiful scenery. It is a 
majestic country with rich history, culture, art and architecture. 
France also boasts great locations, such as Alpine mountains, 
grassy meadows, rugged or deserted landscapes to the busy city 
life of Paris and its luxury shops and cafes on the Avenue des 
Champs-Élysées. There’s also an incredible number of Roman 

Paris Hollywood Life

[ Local Hire ]

SARAH-ELIZABETH K. REED
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and mediaeval monuments in 
France, perfect for any period 
film or heroic fantasy piece. 
Film France, via its network of 
over 40 local film commissions, 
helps filmmakers access various 
locations in cost effective ways. 
 The country of course 
offers the standard and most 
recognizable architectural 
structures that are so often 
seen in movies with any French 
scenes. The Eiffel Tower, is one 
obvious favorite of movie makers, 
tourists and French enthusiasts. 
Standing about the height of 
an 81-story building, the Eiffel 
Tower was once originally 
criticized for its architectural 
design by leading French artists 
and intellectuals but has now 
become a global culture icon and 
one of the most recognizable 
architectural structures in the 
world.  
 About 25,000 people visit 
the Eiffel Tower every day and 
it is truly viewed as a global 
landmark. However, it is only 
one example of why filmmakers 
continue to choose the familiarity 

and prominence of France 
in their movies. Another 
such example is the Louvre 
museum or the famous Louvre 
pyramid, which actually serves 
as the main entrance to the 

Louvre 
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museum. The pyramid was commissioned by French 
president François Mitterrand in 1984 and designed 
by the architect I. M. Pei.  It consists of 673 glass pieces 
which were designed into a large triangular structure to 
help manage the volume of people visiting the Louvre, the 
worlds most visited museum, every day. The museum is 
home to 35,000 works of art including its most well-known 
piece, Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. Both the Eiffel Tower 

and the Louvre Pyramid are structures which are immediately 
identifiable by most movie viewers and it is this combination of 
beauty and popularity that encourages filmmakers to continue 
using them as visual landmarks and cultural icons in their movies. 

Even 
beyond the 

beauty of French scenery 
in movies, researchers have found that 

certain changes are taking place in our global world that make 
international movie making increasingly popular.  One film website 
provides that movies with international aspects are increasing 
because “three important things are occurring: a cinema boom in 
the emerging world, a concerted effort by the major studios to make 
films that might play well outside America and a global marketing 
push to make sure they do.”
 Another website also highlights the unique aspects of filming 
specifically in the south of France. “We have untamed nature, 
controlled urbanization, hilltop villages with picturesque lanes, 
mountains, and canyons, a limpid blue sky and matchless light. In 

“The pyramid was commissioned 
by French president François Mit-

terrand in 1984 and designed by the 
architect I. M. Pei.  It consists of 673 

glass pieces.”
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this region you can find all the equipment 
you need in Marseilles and Nice, and 
thanks to the data base created by Film 
France, we have an updated crew list.”
 Whether you are a filmmaker, 
investor, producer or simply a tourist, if 
you are unable to film your next feature or 
scenes of your feature in France, then take 
some time to check out the Cannes Film 
Festival. The international film festival was 
established as an international cultural 
event in France to rival the Venice Film 
Festival. While early editions of the Festival 
were primarily a social event from which almost all 
of the films went away with an award, the appearance 
of stars from around the world on the Festival’s red 
carpet and increasing media coverage quickly earned 

it a legendary international reputation. With the 
creation of the Festivals’  Marché du Film, the 
Festival took on a professional dimension that 
encouraged networking and interaction between 
all those involved in the film industry. Also worthy of 
mention are the Producers Network, which provides 
producers from around the world with a forum for 
discussing their projects, and the Short Film Corner, 

an area dedicated to short films, 

both of which were launched in 2004. The Marché 
initially attracted a few dozen participants and 
offered a single screening room. Today, 10,500 buyers 
and sellers from around the world flock to Cannes 
every year, making it the number one international 
market for film professionals. 
 Whether filming in France, visiting the Cannes 
Film Festival or briefly scouting locations for an 

eventual 
France shoot, one 
thing is for sure, filmmakers will fall in love with the 
country’s lively spirit of European urbanism combined 
with the rich history and culture of the French people 
and all they have to offer. 

“If you are unable to film 
your next feature or scenes of 
your feature in France, then 
take some time to check out 
the Cannes Film Festival.”

Sarah-Elizabeth K. Reed serves on the BReaKiNG iNTo 
HoLLyWooD board of directors. She is pictured with her 
husband Kasim Reed, the mayor of Atlanta, at Le Bâoli, a club 
and restaurant in Cannes, France.
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VALERIE MERAZ
 

s Vice President of Program Acquisitions for Turner’s 
entertainment networks, Valerie negotiates deals 
for films and off-network television series for use 
on TNT, TBS, Turner Classic Movies and truTV, 
as well as for Cartoon Network, Adult Swim and 
Boomerang. She consults with individual networks 
on program planning in support of network strategy 
and also contributes to plans for generating revenue 

on Turner’s underutilized assets across a range of media platforms. 
Meraz has negotiated deals for rights on major Warner Brothers 
releases including The Hobbit: Battle of the Five Armies, the NBC 
series Grimm, an output deal for Marvel films including Avengers: 
Age of Ultron, and current films in the Hunger Games and Divergent 
franchises.
Meraz joined Turner after serving as vice president of content 
acquisitions for Showtime Networks, Inc., where she oversaw the 
evaluation and acquisition of content for Showtime, The Movie 
Channel, and Flix (including On-Demand and digital platforms). 
While at Showtime, Meraz negotiated deals for the acquisition of 
feature films, documentaries, short films, acquired series, and stand-up 
comedy specials.
  Prior to joining Showtime in 2000, Meraz worked in feature film 
development at Disney’s Buena Vista Motion Pictures Group.  She 
began her career at 20th Century Fox in the exhibitor services group 
as a sales trainee and was soon promoted to a position in international 
theatrical promotions where she helped develop media and retail 
promotions for such films as “Titanic,” “The Full Monty” and “Romeo + 
Juliet.”  
  A native of the San Francisco Bay Area, Meraz holds a bachelor’s 
degree in mass communications from the University of California, 
Los Angeles and master’s degree in motion picture producing from 
the Peter Stark Producing Program at the University of Southern 
California. Hollywood & Vine is pleased to share a brief Q&A with a 
remarkable woman.

What can people who are interested in working in film or 
television acquisitions do to land a job in this area of the 
business?  
Networking with and getting to know executives who work 

in acquisitions will put you in the best position to be considered when 
jobs become available. To break into any area of the entertainment 
industry it is often necessary to start as an assistant, especially if you’re 
a recent college graduate. Hiring managers in acquisitions are definitely 
seeking candidates with a very broad knowledge of film and television 
content. Acquisitions deals are increasingly complicated due to the 
proliferation of platforms available to exploit content, so candidates 
with a degree in law or an MBA are more attractive than ever before. 

What type of movies do you acquire?
The type of film I acquire depends on the network for 
which I am working. The films I acquired for Showtime and 

Sundance Channel are very different from what I’m buying for Turner 
Entertainment Networks. In general, acquisitions execs for television 
networks prefer films with a combination of characteristics that might 

include critical acclaim, success at the box office, a well-known and 
talented cast or a genre that appeals to a large enough slice of your 
network’s audience.

Please share your advice on breaking into Hollywood.
There are a few pieces of advice that have always stuck with 
me: 1) Endeavor to be an expert in your particular area of 

the business and you will be valuable to your colleagues and bosses, 
which means you will continue to get work. 2) Learn how to find 
mentors through authentic relationships where you are looking to give 
and not always take. 3) You don’t get what you deserve, you get what 
you negotiate. 

[ Power Players ]

“Learn how to find mentors 
through authentic relationships 
where you are looking to give 

and not always take.”
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MONIQUE LAWSHE
HC Housing Partners’ Senior Vice President of 
Acquisitions and Development, Monique Lawshe, 
joined the company in 2002 to expand expertise in 
acquisition, finance and construction or renovation 
of affordable and market-rate housing. She has 
extensive experience with the use of low-income 
housing tax credits, multi-layered financing 

structures and HUD project-based rental programs, as well as 
conventional financing. While at GHC, Lawshe has been responsible 
for the acquisition and financing of approximately 15,000 units 
exceeding $750 million dollars in value.
 Lawshe has more than 20 years of experience in real estate 
development and finance. Prior to joining GHC, she served as the 
chief executive officer of A Community of Friends (ACOF), a Los 
Angeles-based nonprofit development organization. Under her 
leadership, ACOF produced approximately 800 units in Los Angeles, 
Orange and San Diego counties, and raised more than $100 million 
in capital from private and public sources. Lawshe obtained an MBA, 
with a concentration in real estate finance, at the Anderson School at 
UCLA and a bachelor of science in industrial management/industrial 
engineering from Purdue University. Hollywood & Vine is privileged to 
interview such an intelligent and resourceful woman.

Investing in the entertainment industry can be a risky, but 
what key elements do you look for in a film project? 
It is important to me that the Producer has prior experience 
executing a film transaction and has a clear plan to get 

the film to a completed state in a timely manner and a plan for 
distribution.   Delays in production mean a longer time to return my 
investment. Distribution is another challenge with changing appetites 
of distribution channels.  A producer who understands the nuances of 
distribution for the particular film type is key.  In addition, for nascent 
producers, the ability to pull together the necessary resources to access 
capital and get in-kind support is paramount.   

What attracts you to investment opportunities?
Generally speaking, I prefer investments that generate 
cash flow immediately and films don’t offer that benefit.  
However, I want to balance my investment portfolio with 

some opportunities that may have more risk, but allow me to diversify 
the funds I have targeted for investment.

What advice can you give to aspiring venture capitalists? 
Build a capital base in an industry or with a product that 
you know well and that you enjoy thoroughly. With a solid 

capital base, I am less concerned with compromising my lifestyle due 
to an investment decision that didn’t go as planned. Strive to be in an 
economic position that allows for some risk taking with investments 
that may increase the capital base. If I believe in a venture, I have 
invested time exploring the details of the business plan and developed 
confidence in the people executing the plan.  

What is the most valuable lesson you have learned in 
business?
There is no substitute for perseverance and diligence in 

gathering information about any investment and the people responsible 
for moving the business forward. In the real estate industry, attention to 
detail is fundamental to achieving the desired return. I believe the film 
industry requires similar focus on details in a variety of functions.

“It is important to me that the 
Producer has prior experience 
executing a film transaction 

and has a clear plan.”
Many powerful women are paving the way for more women to succeed in 
Hollywood. H&V’s Editor-in-Chief is honored to introduce its readers to 
two intelligent female leaders within the entertainment and business sectors. 
Meraz serves as the Advisory Chair for Breaking into Hollywood, and has 
always provided Hutchinson with useful insight to enhance the organization. 
Lawshe was instrumental in the making of the movie “Hollywood Chaos,” 
as an investor and now also a close mentor to Angela Marie Hutchinson.



ine-year-old actor Arlington is a Southern California native who 
appears in the movie, “Hollywood Chaos,” as the nephew to the 
main character Alexis. Arlington’s interest in TV and film began 
at an early age. Intrigued by the visual aspects of media, with 
little understanding, 4-year-old Arlington asked his mother 

how he could “get inside” the television like the other children he saw on 
the screen. A jubilant child with an upbeat personality, Arlington’s parents 
listened to his desires and started Arlington in acting and improve classes. 
 Since then, Arlington has appeared in numerous TV shows, films, 

commercials and live improv shows. He remains eager and consistent 
regarding his acting career. Arlington greets each acting opportunity as 
an avenue to display his talent with precision and optimism. Arlington 
continues to expand his experience as he was recently featured in a national 
commercial and also wrapped a lead role in a movie that is now in post-
production. 

Arlington’s charismatic personality and strong leadership skills are sure to 
take him a long way on and off the screen. Arlington is currently the Class 
Representative for his class and is also a member of Student Council at his 
school. 
Continuing to make major strides as a rising star, Arlington is working hard 
to break into Hollywood through his hard work, study, and continual use of 
his organic personable nature, outgoing personality and comedic wit. 

Onnikah Randolph is a stylist for celebrities and is married to a prominent 
music producer. She is also a dedicated mother to her actor son Arlington.

RISING STAR 
ARLINGTON

ONNIKAH RANDOLPH

“Arlington greets each acting 
opportunity as an avenue to display his 

talent with precision and optimism.”

[ Gen Z ]
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 icture Lock” is when all the principal 
photography has been filmed, reviewed and 
assembled (edited) into the final visual phase 

of the movie, TV show, music video or even web series. 
The picture locked version has received approval from 
above-the-line talent, such as the director or producers, 
and many times also includes the studio and/or network 
executives. This version of the project then enters the 
final stage of the post-production process:  sound editing 
(audio and music mixing). The final audio mix is then 
synced with the picture locked version of the feature film 
for example. Then, the movie is ready for distribution 
and eventual audience viewing. Timewise the process 
for picture locking can vary in years with studio films 
and shorter with indies. “Hollywood Chaos” was picture 
locked in 2014 by BiH Entertainment and distributed in 
2015 by Breaking Glass Pictures.

Picture Locked
LISA M. STEWART

[ High Definition ]
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he Vanderveers are a husband and wife team who 
are actively mastering the craft and art of music 
production and songwriting. Their artistic brilliance 
and dedicated work ethic allow them to churn out 
professional music in record time. Creating the 
score and soundtrack for the full-length feature film, 

“Hollywood Chaos,” in less than a week was indeed a challenge. The 
Vanderveers turned what would have been seen as an impossible 
job or chaotic process for almost any music team, into an accepted 
challenge. They not only finished on time and within budget, but 
also with creative excellence, making the film’s music stand out 
with award-winning appeal.
 As music supervisors, the Vanderveers managed the licensing 
of the film’s music. There are two parts to music in a movie—the 
score, written exclusively for the film by a composer; and the 

soundtrack, composed of existing and new songs. For independent 
filmmakers, it can often be difficult to acquire rights to current 
popular songs due to limited resources and small budgets. That’s 
why the Vanderveers are in a unique position to serve as music 
supervisors. 
 Bruce “Automatic” Vanderveer is a Sony music producer 
and songwriter who has produced an array of artists, including 
Christina Aguilera, Pink, James Brown and K-pop superstar XIA. 
His original music has been placed in films such as “The Crush,” 
“Stay Tuned,” and “Low Down Dirty Shame,” to name a few.  
Additionally, his music has been placed in favorite television shows 
like “The Jamie Foxx Show” and “Sister, Sister.”
 Before teaming up with Automatic, his now wife and music 
partner, Ebony, studied voice in the USC Thornton School of Music 
and recorded on projects with The Dream, Christina Milian and 

ANTOINETTE DELK

of Hollywood Chaos
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Aaron Neville. “Hollywood Chaos” is the second independent film 
the team has worked on together.
 As co-owners of InRage Entertainment, they write and produce 
songs for Los Angeles-based independent artists, while developing 
acts for the label. Their work with “Hollywood Chaos” gave them 
the ability to compose the music for the movie’s soundtrack and 
showcase the musical talents of the indie artists that they produce.

Hollywood & Vine is honored to gain further insight about the 
dynamite duo, Automatic (A) and Ebony (E), process in music 
supervising for “Hollywood Chaos.” The team also produced the 
theme song, “Greenlight It!” in collaboration with the movie’s 
producer, Angela Marie Hutchinson, who wrote the song lyrics.

How did you determine which songs should be used for which 
scenes?
A:  We discussed each scene with the producers, editor and writer 
of the film. They let us know the vibe they were looking for. We 
watched each scene and listened to music that we thought might 
work and felt it out. 
E:  We tried to make the feeling of the scene coherent with the 
feeling of the song. This was an easy task for some of the more 
obvious syncs, like the club scene or the church scene. In other 
cases, it takes more finesse to add music to a scene, like when the 
emotions of the characters are mixed. 

Which scene was the hardest to compose music for and why?
A: The scene where the character Nina slapped Dwayne. We 
changed the music for that scene four times. First, the music 
was overly dramatic and made Dwayne sound like a serial killer. 
Then, the music sounded too sweet as if their argument had been 
resolved. It helped us really understand how music can make or 
break a scene.

Automatic, you’ve worked in film and television before. What 
are some of your previous experiences and how was working on 
this film different?
A: I’ve done music for the WB television network. Doing music for 
television shows can be difficult because the turnaround time can 
be very quick and scenes sometimes call for very diverse styles of 
music. Working in TV helped us accomplish what we needed to for 
the HC soundtrack in record time. What’s different about scoring for 

film is that sometimes a scene may call for just one instrument and 
not a full composition. In a film, there may be dramatic scenes and 
comedic scenes that require more production or less, but it still has 
to be cohesive with the sound you are creating for the movie.

What were some of your biggest challenges as music supervisors 
on this project?
E: We had an extremely quick turn around time. That was the 
most challenging part. We didn’t have time to think too much, we 
just had to go. So we went through our catalogue of songs as we 
watched the film. During the time we had to start placing the music 
and composing, the film wasn’t even picture locked yet! A big part 
of working in music and film is being able to make things come 
together no matter what the circumstances. 
A:  It was very challenging editing the music so that it fit the scenes 
well. We had to edit and re-edit constantly. 

What aspect did you enjoy most in being involved with “Hollywood 
Chaos”?
A: I think the part I enjoyed the most was building the theme song, 
“Greenlight It!” We took Angela’s lyrics and built it into a radio-
ready song that really got across her vision. We work best when we 
are helping other people bring out their creativity. 
E: We had a blast watching some of the movie being filmed. It was 
fun to be apart of the whole process from beginning to end. It was a 
great learning experience for us.

What projects are you working on in 2016 with your company 
InRage Entertainment?
A: We are currently developing a guys group and two female solo 
artists for the label. We want to launch the three acts. We are also 

producing and writing for other domestic and international acts 
through Sony. 
E: This year, our focus is really going to be about building our 
recording acts and our label, but we are still open to producing 
independent artists if they are unique and truly serious about 
pursuing a career.

If artists or producers are interested in working with you, what 
is the process?
They can contact us through e-mail at automatic@inrage.com or 
ebony@inrage.com.
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[ Set Life ]

to Behind the Scenes

On Camera
cting is what I do. But it’s not all I do. I also work 
behind the scenes. I started in front of the camera 
as an on-air news reporter in a small rural market. 
There, I learned to be a one woman band. I had to 
shoot, write, edit and interview. At the time, I did not 
realize how much that work experience would help 

me maintain longevity over the years in the entertainment business. 
After two years working in at a news station, I decided to pursue my 
dreams and leave my career as a reporter to make that brave journey 
from Texas to California. Once arriving, I was ready to act! Only to 
learn that was not as easy as I thought.  Let’s face it, being an extra is 
hardly enough to maintain a life in Hollywood. I had to ask myself a 
few candid questions. 

• How can I gain more contacts? 
• How can I make more money?
• How can I gain access to filmmakers and casting directors?

As I searched the internet on the industry job websites I found that 
majority of the jobs were for production assistants, make-up artist, set 
designers, line producers, editors and camera operator. Then, it hit me: 
I have the experience! My former reporter will pay off. Not only did 
I work more, but also I was able to meet more contacts, make money 
and get to know hands on how to make my own production! As an 
actor your job is to bring to life someone else’s ideas, thoughts, and way 
of life.  Actors are robots once on set. Until you gain enough credits 
and working relationships with the TOP producers, directors and 
studio executives you have no voice. Not a lot of respect, especially for 
a woman.  
 Hollywood A-lister’s are now branching out to take their talents 
and perform behind the scenes.  Denzel Washington, Forest Whitaker, 
Halle Berry, Queen Latifah, Mark Wahlberg, and the King of double 
dipping on set my favorite, Mr. Spike Lee. All who have become 

very successful from in front of the camera to behind it. In order to 
consistently work in the film industry you must have multiple talents. 
Recently, I was able to double dip in a movie production titled 
“Hollywood Chaos” starring Vanessa Simmons. I decided since I knew 
the writer and producer, I should take this opportunity to work as 
an actor and production coordinator.  Day one on set I immediately 
turned on my production hat. I love being in that mood. It gives me 
an empowering rush. From making sure actors arrive on time, craft 
services are ready and available to gathering up extras. The days are 
long but if you love it the work is so rewarding.  From an actor’s 
perspective it’s even more rewarding. You must be able to exclude 
distractions in your life and focus on your scene. You want to perform 
and look your best. That part is challenging while in production. So 
you must get as much rest as you can. That in itself is difficult. 
 As the global community continues to get closer with tools such 
as the Internet, international cell phones and expanded air travel, jobs 
in film and digital media literally are available around the world. My 
experience on both sides of the camera has enabled me to work with 
multimillion dollars productions. I encourage everyone if you are 
serious about your career to work on both ends.  Now that you know 
a little more about what goes on behind the scenes during the filming 
of a movie, you have to determine if the opportunity is right for you. 
One of the best ways to do this is to get an internship with a film 
production company. This will help you really experience everything 
that goes on behind the scenes so that you can choose whatever career 
you want to pursue.

Mary Nicole is an actress and host with TV and film credits such as the 
movie “Hollywood Chaos,” starring Vanessa Simmons (Lifetime) and 
Tyler Lepley (OWN), ABC’s “Jimmy Kimmel Live” and the short film, 
“7th Commandment,” executive produced by Will and Jada Pinkett 
Smith.  Mary Nicole is a former on-air news reporter for KTBS (ABC) 
in Shreveport, LA.  

MARY NICOLE
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JON

Jon Bridell began his professional acting career in 1989 performing in a Second City (Chicago) affiliated sketch comedy 
show. He trained in theater throughout the Midwest prior to his arrival to Los Angeles in late 1993. His credits include 
over 40 feature films, over 40 television guest appearances, including “CSI-Miami” and “Criminal Minds,” and numerous 
work in commercials, infomercials, and print campaigns. He can be seen this Christmas opposite Denise Richards in 
“Christmas Reunion” for ION, and early next year opposite Eric Roberts in “Stalked By My Doctor” for LMN. Jon is also 
an avid Ohio State Football fan. He also has a co-star role in the movie “Hollywood Chaos.”

To reach the talent featured in the Hollywood & Vine Marketplace,
please call 310.712.3459 or email talent@hollywoodmag.com

TALENT MARKETPLACE
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[ Power Player ]

Dwayne Pinto began his pursuit of a career in acting after moving to Los Angeles from Chicago in 2009. He landed a role 
in “Hollywood Chaos,” starring Vanessa Simmons. He is actively seeking acting roles and hosting opportunities, particularly 
in the sports arena. Pinto has participated in comedic and dramatic training at Beverly Hills Playhouse, Shari Shaw 
Studios, Hey I Saw Your Commercial (Mike Pointer) and Talent to Go. Each course has been instrumental in enhancing 
his commercial and theatrical performance ability. Recently, Pinto was selected to participate in The Groundlings, the 
legendary Los Angeles improv company

DWAYNEDWAYNE
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Federico Dordei is a Jordanian-born Italian actor best known to television audiences for his recurring role as Luis, a gay 
waiter in the sitcom, “2 Broke Girls.” When Federico landed his first feature film opposite Luis Guzman, Kirstin Dunst 
and James Caan in “Luckytown,” that performance put him on the map. Federico made his mark on television as well. He 
has given memorable performances, guest-starring  in such shows as “The Unit,” “Law and Order,”  “Without a Trace,” 
“Bones,” “Raising Hope,” “The Mentalist, “Mad Men,” “Parks and Recreation,” and many more. Federico also has a co-star 
role in “Hollywood Chaos.” 

FEDERICO
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ALEXISWhatever.  It's pointless to 
analyze a non-existent relationship, anyway.  EXT. SIDEWALK - MOMENTS LATER 

41

41

Alexis and Cameraman walk down the sidewalk.CAMERMANCan I ask you something personal?ALEXISWhat about?  My sex life?Cameraman looks astonished.  
ALEXISWhen a man says personal.  He is 

referring to sex, always.
CAMERAMANContrary to the men you date, I’d 

like to discuss your prayer life.
Alexis looks at him like he is crazy!

ALEXISMy prayer life?  Camerman nods with confidence.
ALEXISWhat does my prayer life have to do 

with anything, Victor?Cameraman smiles since it’s the first time she’s called him 

by his name.

VICTORIt’ll tell me how you deal with 
intimacy.

42.

HOLLYWOOD CHAOS
By Angela Marie Hutchinson 

Genre:  Drama, Faith-Based
Logline: When a naïve entertainment reporter is assigned tov produce a special segment, exposing the decadent life-
styles of her celebrity friends, she is torn between accelerating her career and preserving their images.

Angela Marie Hutchinson is a producer, scriptwriter, casting director, former talent agent and author of five published 
books: her memoir "BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD" and four children's picture books. Her first e-Book,”DBA: Doing 
Business As,” was named by Rolling Out magazine as “the go-to guide for entrepreneurs to launch a business in 24 hours.”  
Hutchinson’s first feature film that she produced, wrote and cast, "Hollywood Chaos," is now available on Hulu and Amazon. 

TALENT MARKETPLACE

To reach the talent featured in the Hollywood & Vine Marketplace,
please call 310.712.3459 or email talent@hollywoodmag.com
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RUN DMC
HIP-HOP GROUP
Founded in 1981

LEGENDARY HIP HOP SHAKEILA M. BEARD

[ Hall of Fame ]

L-R:  DMC, Jam Master Jay and Run in the 80s.

Shakeila Beard is a graduate from 
Purdue University. Specializing in 
integrated marketing communications, 
she has studied entertainment law 
and has been involved with marketing, 
public relations and promotions work for 
recording artists.

he leading lady in the 
movie, “Hollywood 
Chaos,” Vanessa 
Simmons shares in 
common with Run-DMC, 
music guru Joseph 
“Run” Simmons aka 

her father. The legendary hip-hop 
group Run-DMC consisted of “Run,” 
Jason “Jam Master Jay” Mizell 
and Darryl “DMC” McDaniels. This 
group hailed from Hollis, Queens in 
1981. After meeting Darryl and Jam 
Master J, Run decided to take their 
individual talents combine them and 
form a group. Run’s brother, hip-hop 
promoter/mogul Russell Simmons, 
later dubbed the group Run-DMC.
 Russell Simmons managed 
Run-DMC. The group was successful 
in building a then new genre of 
hip-hop music during the 80s. They 
reformed rap as it was known during 
their time and became the face of 
rap music. In addition to becoming 
the face of hip hop, they were the 
first group in the genre of hip hop to 
win a Grammy, have a gold album, 
platinum song, and to appear on the 
cover of Rolling Stone. Not only did 
their lyrical style change the game 
for hip hop but their clothing style 

changed the game as well. Run-DMC 
made famous the low top Adidas, 
chunky gold rope chain, black fedora 
and leather jacket opposed to the 
style that was being promoted by 
other rappers of their time.
 Run-DMC’s career was very 
successful selling more than 
230 million records worldwide. 
In addition they were ranked as 
number 48 for Rolling Stone’s 100 
Greatest Artist. In 2009, Run-DMC 
was inducted into the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame. Many were not happy 
because of their induction but they 
were the first group to do a rock-rap 
crossover. Run-DMC did their song 
“Walk This Way” with Aerosmith 
and it hit #4 on the charts. Being the 
pioneers of rock-rap made Run-DMC 
very influential and a very versatile 
group. In addition to being inducted 
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, 
Run-DMC was honored with a street 
being named after them in their 
hometown of Hollis, Queens. The 
street is called Run-DMC JMJ Way. 
 Member Jam Master Jay who 
served as the DJ for the group was 
fatally killed in 2002 in Jamaica, 
Queens. Run or Reverend Run as we 
know him today is an author and 
reverend. Run also had his own TV 
show called “Run’s House,” where it 
covered his action-packed family life. 
Currently, DMC writes his own comic 
books and does charity work for 
foster children.
 When thinking of rap as we knew 
it in the 90s and early 2000s one 
would definitely have to pay homage 
to Run-DMC. They were influential in 
the style of a lot of successful artist 
today including but not limited to 
Kid Rock, LL Cool J, Nas, 50 Cent, 
and Limp Bizkit to name a few. This 
group started in the 80s disbanded 
some 20 years later in 2002, but still 
has musical and style influence that 
has yet to be considered dated. 
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